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lll Semester

N-587
(FAD)

Examination, November/December 4013
(F+R) (2011-1 2 Onwards)

ADDITIONAL ENGLISH - III

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 100/g0

lnstructions : 1) Answer allthe questions.
2) Students of Freshers scheme eAt2-15 onwards)

answering for 100 marks should answer 4 out of 6
questions in Part - ll-C.

3) Students of Repeaters scheme (2010-12) answering for
9A marks should answer3 out of G questions in part- ll-C.

L A) Use one of the outlines given below to write a mystery story : 10
A boy goes to visit his friends they live on the outskirts of a city-they plan
for an outing to a nearby forest-ninb of them go-a little boy meets them on
the way-accompanies them-strange things happen-all are scared-a fifteen
year girl of the team is lost-all are shocked the little boy finds out the girl

OR
Mr. Suresh buys an oid bungalow-his family members and his friend go to
live there-they see one of the rooms locked - Mrs. Suresh breaks the lock
and enters - she sees a porlrait of a young woman dancing - she starts
behaving in a strange way - Mr. Suresh is worried-his friend finds out the
reason for the change in her behaviour ....

B) Write a speech to be delivered on one of the following occasions given
below ' 10
You are the cultut'al coordinator of the cultural club in your college. Write a
thank you speech for the inaugural function of the Talents' day.

OR
You are one of the organizers of a Seminar on 'Examination Reforms'. Write
a speech welcoming the delegates and the dignitaries.

ll. A) Answer any tive questions in one or two sentences each : (5x2=10)

1) Flow did the narrator feel as he entered the building in 'A Ghost Story' ?

2) What are the two things taken away by the ghost ? p.r.o.
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3) Where did Naveen Munshi watch Akrur Babu's performance for the first

time ?

4)' How does t-lolmes deduce that the lady had travelled by train to reach him ?

5) Name the slr:ange pets which Grimesby Royrl6ll owned'

6) What does Chaplin want the soldiers not to do ?

7) Why does Mary Fisher say that AIDS is not a'political creature' ?

B) What'unwelcome verdict'did Al Gore read about himself ?

B) Answer any f ive questions in a paragraph each :

1) How had the ghost made a fooi of himself ?

2) Give a vivid description of Akrur Chowdhury.

(5x6=30)

3) Describe the appearance of the lady who arrived to meet Sherlock Holmes.

4) What are the unusualthings that Holmes found in Julia Stoner's chamber ?

5) What is the duty of soldiers, according to Chaplin ?

6) Why do you think AIDS is said to be a "present danger" ?

7) How did the President and Mrs. Bush help Mary Fisher ?

B) How can we face the climate crisis, according to Al Gore ?

C) i) Students of Freshers Scheme (2012-13 onwards, answering forl 00 marks)

should answerany four out of six questions in not more than two pages

each: (4x10=40)

ii) Students of Repeaters scheme (2010-12, answering for90 marks) should

answerany three out of six questions in not more than two pages each :

(3x10=30)

1) How does the writer give a comic twist to the story, 'A Ghost Story' ?

2) Can "Bhuto" be described as a supernatural story ? Substantiate your

answer. \
3) What were the events that made the life of the twin sisters' miserable

in'The Adventure of a Speckled Band'?

4) What do you learn about Julia Stonerfrom the story'The Adventure of

the Speckled Band".

5) Why do you think Mary Fisher want people to be like the Bushes ?
Give reasons.

6) What according to Al Gore are the advantages of uniting for solving
the crisis threatening human beings ?
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